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respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Way before the Chevy
El Camino and Ford Ranchero, the idea of car-meets-truck can reasonably be attributed to
Hudson, whose Terraplane Pickup Express of was more of a car with a bed than an actual
pickup. Studebaker followed with the Coupe Express, but it was Ford Australia that took things
to a whole new level. Meanwhile, Aussie farmers requested a vehicle in which they could take
their sheep to market and, on Sundays, their wives to church. Ford also built Roadster Utilities
in Australia until â€”38, but Coupe Utilities continued until the end of Australian production in
October Ranchero production was modest, with , sold in 22 years. The rarest model is , when
only left the factoryâ€”fewer than half the 21, sold in the launch year. Luckily GM jumped on the
bandwagon in with the outrageous Chevrolet El Camino, and Ranchero sales rebounded 50
percent. Both Ford and Chevrolet Coupe Utilities were based on two-door station wagons,
which provided long doors, a long bed, and a built-in tailgate. There are seven models of
Ranchero, based on corresponding sedans, with Courier Sedan Deliveries built until Later s
Rancheros can be found with muscle car power trains, including horsepower, cubic-inch Cobra
Jet and hp, Boss motors. The Custom included Fairlane trim, two-tone paint and options and
both variations were available with cu-in six-cylinder engine or and cu-in OHV V-8s. The
Ranchero was almost identical, with four headlights and different side trim, but Ford dropped
the option and added the larger For , the wheelbase grew to inches, like all Ford sedans. Only
the Custom was offered with a 7-foot bed and 26 colors, 15 of which were two-tone
combinations. Two- and then three-speed automatics were available, along with a three-speed
manual. Like the Falcon, the Ranchero grew larger, with sculptured side panels, and offered a
Sedan Delivery. Basically a one-year model, the Falcon and Fairlane shared the same chassis.
The Ranchero used the Falcon front clip, though late cars had the Fairlane clip with stacked
headlights. Both three-speed automatic and three-speed manual gearboxes were offered, along
with dual-circuit brakes. Ford added the Torino to the Fairlane line in , which became the basis
for the Ranchero, complete with Fairlane and Torino GT options. Muscle car wars added a string
of V-8s to the standard hp, cu-in six-cylinder. Options included air conditioning, power front
disc brakes, bucket seats, console, rally wheels, hood scoop, and vinyl top. The Ranchero
assumed a coke-bottle shape for with a curved grille. A new Squire model featured woodgrain
sides like the LTD station wagon and hide-away headlights were optional. The Ranchero
underwent a major styling change with an oval grille and heavier sculptured design on a
separate frame. The was now the standard model, with GT and Squire optional. A heavy 5-mph
front bumper was fitted in and a rear one added the following year. When Torino production
ended in , the Ranchero was restyled on the inch wheelbase LTD II frame, with an exaggerated
3-foot long front overhang and stacked headlights. Ford emphasized luxury, but a striped GT
model was offered. Rancheros have never been as popular as El Caminos, but share the same
virtues and vices, being comfortable and quick but prone to leaking and with limited ground
clearance. Collectibility is always dependent on condition, and the rare high-performance
variations are prized. Car Profiles. Seven generations of the Ford Ranchero Paul Duchene. Your
weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing
up. Sign up. More on this topic. Valuation King of the bulls, the Miura is the most collectible
Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Share Leave comment. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Murilee Martin.
Share 0 Comments. For the model year, Ford made a pickup truck based in its Custom Sedan
full-size car, called it the Ranchero, and sales success followed. For , the Ranchero went to the
much smaller Falcon platform, with each successive generation of Ranchero growing a bit as
the years passed. The result was a comfy-riding personal luxury coupe with a truck bed, and
sales were brisk. Here's a used-up '79 in a Northern California self-service wrecking yard.
Horsepower levels were grim in , across most of the industry but particularly with
once-powerful Detroit V8s. The standard engine in the '79 Ranchero was a horse , but the
original purchaser of this cartruckâ€” or maybe a late engine-swapperâ€” opted for the
horsepower Modified. With a curb weight just a hair under two tons, the Ranchero was on the
sluggish side, and fuel economy was ill-suited for geopolitical events of the time. On the plus
side, the ride was much nicer than that of a new F , though at the expense of durability and load
capacity. The interior of this one is a symphony in Bordello Red plastic and vinyl. Ford called
this interior color "Russet. There's an interesting bit of history stuck to the dashboard: the
warning label prompted by the infamous "park-to-reverse" transmission problem in which cars

at idle would self-shift from Park to Reverse on their own. The Reagan administration saved
Ford from probable bankruptcy by allowing the company to send out these labels instead of
recalling 23 million affected cars. This one got crashed hard, and the ignition key is still in the
lock, so we can assume that it went from the crash site to the wrecking yard with few stops in
between. The seven-character yellow-on-blue California license plates came out in , and this is
an early one. Possibly the car was bought out of state and moved to California while still young,
or maybe its original plates were stolen a common occurrence in the Golden State, where car
registration is sufficiently challenging that some entrepreneurs sell no-questions-asked license
plates and tags in DMV parking lots. Still, a good-looking and comfortable daily driver for its
time. Enough of these cartrucks have stayed on the road for enough time that I still find a few in
wrecking yards to this day. Since the Thunderbird was mechanically identical to the Ranchero
and shared much of its interior, let's watch Cheryl Ladd f
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